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Recreation, Park and Tourism Management Internship (RPTM 495A) 
 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Internship Description 

 

General Description: 

The Recreation, Park and Tourism Management’s Internship is considered to be a full-time academic load for 

one semester (or summer session). Generally, the Internship experience involves 40 hours per week for a 

period of 12 consecutive weeks. Successful completion of the RPTM Internship is required of each student 

seeking a Bachelor of Science degree in Recreation, Park and Tourism Management in the options of 

Commercial Recreation and Tourism Management, Community Recreation Management, and Outdoor 

Recreation Management. Students planning to complete their internship must be enrolled in RPTM 495A and 

pay full tuition for 12-credits in the semester that the internship is to be completed. 

 

The primary purpose of the RPTM Internship is to enable each student to meet his or her educational 

objectives through participation in a well-planned and organized practical experience. The RPTM Internship, 

therefore, is an individualized program of study. Students are encouraged to seek and select Internship 

agencies that offer a diversity of leadership and administrative opportunities in areas that correspond to their 

own professional goals. 

 

Prior to enrolling in the RPTM Internship, each student must complete RPTM 394 (Orientation to Internship; 1-

credit) and complete the Student Engagement Experience requirements.  RPTM 394 is designed to assist 

each student in preparing for the Internship, including development of career and internship goals, 

identification and assessment of potential agencies, construction of a resume and cover letter, and selection of 

the Internship agency. Students are also required to have a minimum 2.0 GPA and be certified in First Aid & 

Adult CPR. 

 

RPTM 495A Course Objectives: 

By the completion of the RPTM Internship, each student will demonstrate. 

 

1. Successful completion of their Internship goals (each student’s goals are developed in cooperation 

with the Undergraduate Coordinator and the site supervisor). 

 

2. The ability to analyze relevant Internship events by submitting Weekly Reports throughout the first 

half of the experience. 

 

3. A working knowledge of importance of creating a professional on-line presence by developing 

either a professional e-portfolio or a LinkedIn page. 

 

4. Awareness of related leisure service agencies by visiting two recreation-based agencies and 

submitting an Agency Visitation report on each. 

 

5. The ability to complete and evaluate a Special Project to benefit the Internship agency. 

 

6. The ability to successfully complete all requirements and assignments specified in the Internship 

Handbook. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

https://sites.psu.edu/rptminternship/student-engagement-experience-information/
https://sites.psu.edu/rptminternship/weekly-report/
https://sites.psu.edu/rptminternship/special-project-proposal/
https://sites.psu.edu/rptminternship/internship-handbook-page/
https://sites.psu.edu/rptminternship/internship-handbook-page/
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Internship Agencies 
 
 In order to be eligible for participation as an approved Internship site, an agency must: 
 

1. Be professionally recognized and competent in the provision of recreation, parks and tourism, or in 
specific related areas.   

 
2. Offer opportunities for the Intern to observe and participate in a variety of aspects of their programs, 

operations, and administrative procedures that correspond with a given student’s educational needs. 
 

3. Have facilities and equipment that conform to contemporary standards and are appropriate for 
meeting student needs, based on the specific setting. 

 
4. Employ staff members who are qualified, through education, experience and/or certification, to 

provide supervision to Internship students. 
 

5. Have sound administrative procedures in the areas of budget, public relations, personnel policies, 
operations and maintenance, in-service training, etc. 

 
6. Provide resources necessary to support the efforts of an Internship student. Specifically, the agency 

agrees to provide materials necessary to complete a special project and to allow the student to make 
essential phone calls and/or send emails to their Faculty Supervisor. 

 
 
The Internship Experience 
 
The agency supervisor and student, with the assistance of the Internship Coordinator, should cooperate in 
planning a comprehensive practical experience that meets the educational needs of the student. It is also 
recommended that students seek career advice and guidance from faculty members in RPTM.  This 
experience should include comprehensive opportunities in administration, as well as program development and 
leadership. 
 
If possible, Internship should provide the student with experience in (or an understanding of) a variety of 
professional functions. These functions may include budgeting and financial record keeping, personnel and 
supervision, public relations, program planning and implementation (including “hands-on” leadership), special 
event planning, facility planning and design, requisition and maintenance of equipment, and other areas of 
concern to entry-level professionals in the recreation, park, and tourism management field. 
 
In order to provide students with the most meaningful and professionally appropriate internship experiences, the 
following types of experiences do not meet the requirements of RPTM 495A. 

o Agencies that do not meet the definition of recreation service delivery in scope of services 
 

o Retail in a sport-related store (e.g. Dicks, Appalachian Outdoors, etc.) 
 

o Food and beverage, catering, restaurants or banquet services (unless the student’s time is 
largely spent coordinating and implementing special events) 
 

o Working on-line or from home for an internship agency 
 

o Disney “College Program” in any other “role” than Recreation, Vacation Planner, Character 
Attendant or Attractions.  Disney “Professional Internships” are appropriate. 
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o Internships under the direct supervision of a relative, immediate family member, friend or any 
person who may not be able to provide objective evaluation of the student 
 

o Camp Counselor (administrative positions at camps are acceptable)  

Note:  Students are strongly encouraged to consult with the Undergraduate Program Coordinator, 
Undergraduate Staff Assistant, and/or their Academic Advisor regarding the appropriateness of any 
internship prior to making application to the prospective internship agency. 

In addition, internship students should be afforded the opportunity to participate in administrative meetings that 
are related to their assigned duties. If possible, students should be allowed to attend the agency’s policy and or 
advisory board meetings. In addition, students are required to visit at least 2 other recreation and parks 
organizations during their Internship experience, and to attend relevant workshops and training sessions when 
possible. 
 
Faculty Supervisor 
 
The University will designate one Recreation, Park and Tourism Management faculty member to monitor the 
experience of each Internship student. Generally, the faculty supervisor will contact the student by telephone 
and written correspondence to provide feedback on written requirements and receive periodic updates on the 
Internship process. The agency supervisor is encouraged to contact the faculty supervisor as needs arise. 
 
Agency Supervisor 
 
Each Internship agency will designate one professional staff member to serve as the student’s agency 
supervisor. This individual is responsible for working with the student to develop and implement a systematic 
program designed to help the student meet his or her Internship goals. In addition, the agency supervisor will 
evaluate the student’s special project, and complete a mid-term and final evaluation on the student’s 
performance during the Internship. 
 
The agency supervisor is, in effect, the student’s on-site “teacher” throughout the Internship process, and the 
quality of his or her supervision is critical to the success of the Internship experience. It is expected that weekly 
conferences will be scheduled between the student and agency supervisor to discuss written reports, evaluate 
the student’s progress, and plan future assignments and activities. These conferences should also provide an 
opportunity to answer the student’s questions and to discuss issues and trends related to the recreation, park 
and tourism management field. 
 
Internship Student 
 
Internship is a course of study with both an experiential and academic component. The Internship student, 
therefore, has the responsibility to conduct him or herself in a professional manner throughout the Internship 
process, and to document his or her experience through submission of written reports and assignments to the 
faculty supervisor. 
 
It is expected that the experiential component will involve 35-40 hours per week of supervised work 
experience. In general, preparation of written reports and papers required by the University is not to be 
included as part of the workweek; however, special project development, evaluation conferences, etc., should 
be included within the 40-hour week. Because of the nature of the field, at times students may be required to 
work over 40 hours in one week. The minimum number of hours of 35-40 hours per 12 weeks is required to 
maintain the 12-credit status, regardless of additional hours worked in past/future weeks. 
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PREPARATION FOR INTERNSHIP 

 
Orientation to Internship (RPTM 394) 

The Recreation, Park and Tourism Management Program offers a 1-credit course to assist students with 
preparation for and participation in Internship. This course, entitled Orientation to Internship, covers all aspects 
of the Internship process, and should be taken two semesters preceding the Internship experience. The 
complexity and professional importance of the RPTM Internship mandates that each Recreation, Park and 
Tourism Management major enroll for Orientation to Internship (RPTM 394). RPTM 394 is a C required course. 
 
Internship Prerequisites  
 
In order to be eligible for participation in the RPTM Internship, each student must have: 

1. Achieved seventh-semester standing (i.e., completed at least 89 semester hours of 
coursework). 

2. Have a cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2.0 or greater. The student must ensure 
that he/she has met this requirement prior to beginning the Internship experience. 

3. Documentation of the completed Student Engagement Experience materials must be 
included with the student's Internship Site Selection Form prior to submitting the form to the 
Internship Coordinator. 

4. Current certification in First Aid and Adult CPR and at the time the student begins the 
internship. Certification must extend through the student’s entire internship experience. 
Copies of current certification cards will serve as proof of current certification. These copies 
must be turn in along with the student's Internship Site Selection Form at the time of 
submission. Acceptable certification courses include "hands-on" courses offered at various 
locations.  

5. Successfully completed all requirements of the Orientation to Internship course                 
(RPTM 394; 1 credit) including: 

a.  Preparation of a professional resume and cover letter 

b.  Identification of Internship and career goals 

c.  Discussion of tentative plans for the Internship, including potential agencies,            
      with a faculty member or the Internship Coordinator. 

d.  An examination on Internship procedures and requirements 

6. Notify the Internship Coordinator of internship agency selection by submitting the Internship 
Site Selection Form; Student Engagement Form; documentation of First Aid & CPR 
Certification; and a copy of unofficial student transcript by the Internship deadline date. 

 
 
Finding and Selecting an Internship Site 

 
In order to assist students with identifying and selecting agencies that meet their educational goals, the 
Department of Recreation, Park and Tourism Management office maintains a data base with selected Internet 
resources and directories, as well as a listing of agencies where students have previously completed 
internships. These resources enable each student to identify agencies that may serve as suitable Internship 
experiences.  
 
After discussing tentative plans for the Internship with his or her academic adviser, each student is expected 
to: 
 

1. Call potential agencies to identify the appropriate contact person(s) and determine the availability of 
Internship positions during the semester in question.   

 

https://sites.psu.edu/rptminternship/300-hours-pre_internship-requirement/
https://sites.psu.edu/rptminternship/internship-site-selection-form/
https://sites.psu.edu/rptminternship/first-aid-cpr/
https://sites.psu.edu/rptminternship/internship-site-selection-form/
https://sites.psu.edu/rptminternship/internship-site-selection-form/
https://sites.psu.edu/rptminternship/internship-site-selection-form/
https://sites.psu.edu/rptminternship/300-hours-form/
https://sites.psu.edu/rptminternship/first-aid-cpr/
https://sites.psu.edu/rptminternship/first-aid-cpr/
https://sites.psu.edu/rptminternship/internship-packet-dealines/
https://sites.psu.edu/rptminternship/internet-resources/
https://sites.psu.edu/rptminternship/internet-resources/
https://sites.psu.edu/rptminternship/internship-agency-master-list/
https://sites.psu.edu/rptminternship/internship-agency-master-list/
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2. Mail (or electronically submit) a cover letter, resume and list of internship goals to the contact person for 
each potential Internship agency. Prior to submitting to potential agencies, the cover letter, resume and 
goal statements should have been reviewed by the instructor of RPTM 394. 

 
3. Call to arrange for an interview with each potential Internship agency. Although the student is strongly 

encouraged to visit several agencies, more than one is not required.  If an on-site interview is not 
possible due to financial or logistical considerations, a telephone interview may be conducted instead.  

 
4. Select his or her Internship agency; confirm selection by telephone and follow-up with written 

correspondence to the agency supervisor after the student has been offered the position.   
 

5. Notify all other potential agency supervisors (those interviewed for Internship) that he or she has 
accepted placement with another agency and send thank you letters to those agencies 

 
6. Submit all pre-requisite materials to the department prior to the deadline 

MISSED DEADLINE DATE:  
Any student who misses the deadline date for submission of internship materials will be 
required to schedule the internship in a subsequent semester 

CHANGING YOUR INTERNSHIP SITE:   
Once signed paperwork is submitted to the Department’s Internship staff assistant, the 
student will be expected to fulfill the commitment to the chosen internship agency. Should 
a student wish to change an internship site after submitting an approved internship to the 
Department, the student must make that change prior to the internship deadline and only 
with approval of the Internship Coordinator. 

 
Note:  The RPTM Internship Coordinator will review submitted materials and make final 
internship approval. 

 
 
 
Internship Site Approval – What’s Next? 
 
Once a student’s internship has been approved, the student will be registered for RPTM 495A. Depending 
upon the number of students on Internship, students will be placed in a section of the course supervised by a 
PSU Faculty member. 
 
Approximately three weeks prior to internship, the student will receive an email) from the RPTM Internship 
Assistant with confirmation of their enrollment in RPTM 495A, along with the next steps they should take prior 
to the start of their internship semester.  The student’s agency supervisor will then be sent an email outlining 
the internship including suggestions for structuring the internship for a positive experience. 
 
Beginning the first day of the student’s scheduled internship, the student will utilize the Canvas site to proceed 
through the course and reach the student’s assigned PSU faculty supervisor for course guidance and 
consultation.  Any questions about this process should be directed to the RPTM Internship Coordinator.  
 
 

DURING YOUR INTERNSHIP 
 

INTERNSHIP POLICIES 
 
Length of Internship 
 
Generally, the Internship experience is 12 consecutive weeks in length, with one calendar week of 
experience (35-40 hours per week) required per academic credit.  If a student works less than 35-40 hours 

https://sites.psu.edu/rptminternship/internship-packet-dealines/
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in a given week, the remaining hours must be made-up prior to completion of Internship (i.e., overtime or 
extension of completion date).  Work hours in excess of 40 hours per week may not be used to reduce the 
total number of weeks of Internship. 
 
Paid Employment during Internship 
 
Internship students generally do not receive salaries for their efforts; however, some Internship agencies do 
offer stipends, hourly pay and/or provide aid with housing, food, transportation, etc. The student may decide to 
whether to accept a paid or unpaid internship based on personal needs and circumstances. 
 
Holiday and Sickness Policy 
 
Students are given credit for official agency holidays (or closings due to inclement weather), providing this 
does not result in missing more than one workday in a given week. If more than one work day is missed in a 
week due to holidays, the student is expected to make-up the additional days/hours prior to the completion of 
the Internship. 

There is no vacation time permitted during internship. This includes Spring and Thanksgiving break. If the 
student is interning with a university and the internship agency/department closes for spring break, it is 
expected that the student will extend his/her internship to make up for that missed week. 

In case of illness or need for emergency personal leave, students are expected to notify their agency 
supervisor, according to established agency procedure as well as notify their academic/faculty supervisor.  
Students are entitled to one sick day (or personal leave day) during their Internship, without the necessity to 
make-up the working time that is missed. This should be documented on the Weekly Report Cover Page.  
Additional work days/hours missed due to illness, observance of religious holidays, or other matters of 
personal necessity, are expected to be made-up prior to completion of Internship. 

 
Early Start or Late Completion Policy 
 
Except in unusual circumstances, the Internship is to be completed during a given semester (or combined 
summer sessions). Specifically, all work-related hours credited to the Internship experience are to be 
completed between the first and last day of classes. Internships should generally not start until the first day of 
classes. Early start and/or late completions are considered to be voluntary arrangements between the student 
and the agency. Late start dates may require the student to defer the semester grade, which would therefore 
potentially delay the student’s graduation plan. 
 
Scan and Faxing Policy 
 
Internship students are not allowed to fax or scan written assignments without specific instructions from the 
faculty supervisor. Faxed assignments will not be graded. Credit will be given only to those assignments 
received via Canvas. The exception to this is that students may e-mail, fax or scan mid-term and final 
evaluations as well as the final grade recommendation sheet from the supervisor. 
 
Background Checks 
 
Students may be required to complete background checks (i.e. child abuse, criminal records) depending on 
agency policy and requirements.  Failure to pass the background check to the satisfaction of the agency may 
result in termination of the internship. 
 
Insurance Policy 
 
Penn State does not provide insurance coverage for students on Internship; however, students are strongly 
encouraged to have medical and professional liability insurance during their Internship experiences. If an 
Internship agency requires a student to have medical, liability or other insurance coverage, the agency is 

https://sites.psu.edu/rptminternship/weekly-report/
https://sites.psu.edu/rptminternship/internship-evaluation-page/
https://sites.psu.edu/rptminternship/internship-evaluation-page/
https://sites.psu.edu/rptminternship/grade-recommendation-form/
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expected to communicate this requirement in writing to the student. The student is expected to submit proof of 
the required coverage to the agency prior to the start of the Internship experience. The University considers all 
such arrangements to be between the student and the Internship agency. 
 
Affiliation Agreement required by the Agency  
 
Should a prospective internship agency require a cooperative agreement between RPTM and the internship 
site, the Internship Coordinator will forward the agency’s agreement to the University’s legal counsel for review 
and negotiation (if needed). Once approved by legal counsel, the University will sign the agreement and 
forward one signed original back to the agency.  
 
Note: Approval by PSU’s legal counsel often takes several weeks to secure. 
 
Academic Integrity 
 
All students are expected to act with civility, personal integrity; respect other’s dignity, rights and property; and 
help create and maintain an environment in which all can succeed through the fruits of their own efforts.  An 
environment of academic integrity is requisite to respect for self and others and a civil community.  
  
Academic integrity includes a commitment to not engage in or tolerate acts of falsification, misrepresentation or 
deception. Such acts of dishonesty include cheating or copying, plagiarizing, submitting another persons' work 
as one's own, using Internet sources without citation, fabricating field data or citations, "ghosting" (taking or 
having another student take a quiz), stealing quizzes, tampering with the academic work of another student, 
facilitating other students' acts of academic dishonesty, etc. On internship, academic integrity includes 
accurate reporting of events in weekly reports, agency visitations and special project as well as appropriate 
citations as indicated. 
  
Students charged with a breach of academic integrity will receive due process and, if the charge is found valid, 
academic sanctions may range, depending on the severity of the offense, from F for the assignment to F for 
the course.    
 
The University's statement on academic integrity, from which the above statement is drawn, is available at 
http://undergrad.psu.edu/aappm/. 
 
Termination 

Students are being hosted by an internship site at the discretion of the staff at that agency. Students are 
expected to follow the policies of an agency as if they were employed by that agency.  If for ANY reason(s), an 
agency determines that it is in the best interest of the agency or its clientele to terminate a student, the student 
will leave the agency without incident.  The student should then contact the Undergraduate Coordinator at 
Penn State to discuss the situation and determine future direction.   

 

 

INTERNSHIP ASSIGNMENTS 

 
Penn State's Recreation, Park and Tourism Management majors are required to submit a number of written 
assignments and forms during the Internship experience. Students must use the Canvas account and access 
assignments through their assigned section on or before the first day of Internship.   
 
All assignments must be submitted through Canvas and be “complete” to satisfy the requirements for 
Internship.  Failure to comply with these requirements will result in a failing grade of "F" for the entire 
Internship experience.  
Note: Any assignments received after four days of the designated due date will receive a grade of zero and not 
be graded.   
 

http://undergrad.psu.edu/aappm/
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Assignments for Internship include:   

 
1. Initial Report 

During the first few days of Internship, the student must complete and submit an Initial Report.  This 
report (see Appendix) provides the faculty supervisor with information for contacting the student and his 
or her agency supervisor.  
 

2. Assignment Calendar 
This form (see Appendix) is completed at the beginning of Internship and identifies the due dates for all 
written assignments and forms.  
 

3. Signatory Page 
This form (see Appendix) is completed at the beginning of the Internship and requires an authentic 
signature, indicating that the student has read the handbook and acknowledges Internship policies and 
procedures. The form should be signed and uploaded (via .pdf or .jpg) to Canvas. 
 

4. Weekly Reports 
Throughout the first half of the Internship, the student is required to submit weekly reports to his or her 
faculty supervisor. These reports contain a cover page, a weekly summary and an analysis of one or 
more events (or issues) that occurred during the week. 
 
The analysis portion of the weekly report should conform to the Weekly Report Guidelines (see 
Appendix). During the second half of the Internship, the student submits only the cover page each 
week. This cover page documents his or her Internship hours. 
 

5. Revised Internship Goals 
During the first few weeks of Internship, the student must revise their Internship goals to reflect the 
learning opportunities available at the agency. These revisions should be done in cooperation with the 
agency supervisor, who will sign the revised goals prior to their submission.  
 

6. Special Project 
Each Internship student, in cooperation with their agency supervisor, is expected to design and 
complete a special project of significance and lasting value to the agency. The nature and scope of the 
special project should be consistent with the student's educational background and career goals; 
however, the primary purpose of this project is to make a professional contribution to the Internship 
agency. Prior to starting the project, the Internship Special Project Proposal form must be submitted to 
the faculty supervisor with a signature of approval from the internship agency supervisor.  
 
There are no additional submission requirements for the Special Project to the university after the 
Special Project Proposal form.  The student's agency supervisor will assign the grade for the Special 
Project itself and recommend that grade to the faculty supervisor.   
 

7. Professional e-Portfolio or LinkedIn Page 
Each student is expected to complete a professional e-Portfolio or develop a professional profile on 
LinkedIn. The assignment provides the student with a method for communicating to colleagues and 
prospective employers a professional on-line representation of the student’s experience and education. 
The student should begin developing his/her internet presence at the beginning of his/her internship (at 
the latest) and should conform to the assignment guidelines (see Appendix).  
 

8. Visitations to Additional Agencies 
In order to gain a broader understanding of services within the recreation, park and tourism field, each 
student is required to visit at least two additional agencies during Internship. The student should select 
agencies that correspond with his or her own professional interests; visited agencies do not have to be 
similar to the student's Internship agency. Agencies which the student has previous experience through 

https://sites.psu.edu/rptminternship/special-project-proposal/
http://www.linkedin.com/
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work, personal use, family connection, classroom assignments or Student Engagement Experience 
may not be used to fulfill this assignment.  
 
Further, agencies that fall under the same corporate or organizational umbrella of the student’s 
internship agency may not be used for the agency visitations.  For example, a student completing an 
internship at a Penn State agency may not visit another Penn State agency. Similarly, a student 
working at an agency may not visit another division of that same agency. Since these visitations are 
included as a part of the student's Internship responsibilities, it is essential to plan each visit in 
cooperation with his or her agency supervisor. 
 
Visits must be arranged well in advance of the visitation date, and should include a tour of the grounds 
and facilities and a meeting with at least one staff member to learn about the agency’s mission, 
programs and overall operations. Generally, an agency visitation lasts 1 to 2 hours.  Following the visit, 
the student is required to complete and submit a Visitation Form (see Appendix). This form documents 
the visit and requires a typed reaction to the agency and its services. Faculty supervisors may contact 
the agency to thank them for taking the time to meet with the student and to confirm the meeting 
occurred. 
 

9. Mid-Internship and Final Evaluations 
The agency supervisor is expected to conduct formal evaluations of the student's performance at least 
twice during Internship. The mid-Internship evaluation conference is especially important because (1) it 
provides structured feedback to the student on his or her performance to date, and (2) it offers an 
opportunity for the student and supervisor to reestablish goals for the second half of Internship. The 
final evaluation allows the student to assess his or her progress during Internship, and should assist the 
agency supervisor to determine his or her grade recommendation for the student. 
 
The agency supervisor may use the evaluation form supplied by the University, or an agency personnel 
evaluation form may be substituted, if desired. Regardless of what form is selected, it is important that 
the mid-Internship evaluation and final evaluation be conducted using identical forms.  
 
Evaluation Due Dates:  
Mid-Internship - One week following mid-point. 
Final - One week after Internship, but no later than the last day of classes. 
 

10. Grade Recommendation 
At the conclusion of the RPTM Internship, the agency supervisor is expected to submit a Grade 
Recommendation Form to the faculty supervisor.  This form enables the agency supervisor to 
recommend a letter grade that reflects the total progress and level of achievement attained by the 
student during Internship.  This form also requests that the agency supervisor recommend a letter 
grade for the student's special project. It is the student’s responsibility to ensure that the grade 
recommendation is submitted to the University.  
 
Grade Recommendation Form Due Date: One week after Internship, but no later than the last day of 
classes. 

11. Student Evaluation 
The faculty supervisor is responsible for assigning the final grade for the student's Internship.  This 
overall grade is based primarily on the recommendation of the agency supervisor and the quality 
(including timeliness) of the student's written assignments.   
 
The student's final grade reflects the following percentages:  
 
Agency supervisor's grade recommendation = 40%  
Agency supervisor's grade for the special project = 10% 
Weekly Report grades (mean) = 30% 

https://sites.psu.edu/rptminternship/300-hours-pre_internship-requirement/
https://sites.psu.edu/rptminternship/internship-evaluation-page/
https://sites.psu.edu/rptminternship/internship-evaluation-page/
https://sites.psu.edu/rptminternship/internship-evaluation-page/
https://sites.psu.edu/rptminternship/internship-evaluation-page/
https://sites.psu.edu/rptminternship/internship-evaluation-page/
https://sites.psu.edu/rptminternship/internship-evaluation-page/
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Professional e-Portfolio grade = 10% 
Visitation Report grades (mean) = 10% 
 
Late submission of Internship assignments (for grade) will be reduced 5% per working day. 
Assignments uploaded after four days of the designated due date will not be graded and will receive a 
zero (0).  In order to pass the internship, ALL assignments must be submitted.  If all assignments are 
not received by the end date of internship, the student will automatically receive an F for the RPTM 
495A. 
 
Ungraded, but required, assignments include the initial report, assignment calendar, revised internship 
goals, special project proposal, mid-term and final evaluations, and grade recommendation.  Ungraded 
assignments received will be noted in the Canvas gradebook as either a (100) if satisfactory or a (0), if 
unsatisfactory or not received. The grades noted for ungraded assignments do NOT contribute to the 
student’s overall grade and only those grades that contribute the overall grade are visible to the student 
in Canvas. 

 
Grading Criteria 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Academic Assignments 
50% 

93 - 100 %  =  A 

90 – 92.9 % =  A- 

88 – 89.9 % =  B+ 

83 – 87.9 % =  B 

80 – 82.9 % =  B- 

78 – 79.9 %  =  C+ 

70 – 77.9 % =  C 

60 – 69.9 % =  D 

Below 60 %  =  F 

 

 

     Weekly Reports (5% each)        
30% 

E-portfolio or LinkedIn 
Assignment 

       
10% 

Agency Visitations (5% each)        
10% 

Agency Supervisor’s Grade 
Recommendation 

50% 

      Student Work Performance        
40% 

      Quality of Special Project        
10% 

TOTAL 
100% 
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APPENDIX 

 

(Pre-Internship) Student Engagement Experience Requirement - Introduction 
 
 

Student Engagement Experience Requirement - Description 
 

300-hour Student Engagement Work/Volunteer Requirement - Approval Form 

 

Internship Site Selection Form 

 

Initial Report 

 

Assignment Calendar 

 

Internship Understanding (Signatory Page) 

 

Weekly Report Information 

 

Professional e-Portfolio 

 

LinkedIn Guidelines 

 

Internship Special Project Proposal  

 

Visitation Report 

 

Internship Evaluation Form 

 

Grade Recommendation Form 

 

Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) 
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. 

 

 
 
 

Recreation, Park, and Tourism Management Student Engagement Experience 
Pre-internship Requirement 

 
Introduction 
 
The application of classroom learning to professional practice is a crucial element in the education of students 
who are preparing for careers in the recreation and park management field.  The Recreation, Park and Tourism 
Management (RPTM) program of The Pennsylvania State University is committed to providing students with 
extensive practical and engaged learning experiences under the direct supervision of practitioners and 
University faculty members. This manual has been prepared to assist students, faculty members, 
administrators, and agency supervisors in understanding the goals, objectives, principles, policies, and 
requirements for the professional Internship in Recreation, Park and Tourism Management at The 
Pennsylvania State University. 
                                                                                                            
Engaged scholarship is included in many Recreation, Park and Tourism academic offerings, and two 
requirements are specifically structured as experiential learning opportunities for students in the 
commercial/community and outdoor recreation options. These two requirements are the Student Engagement 
Experience and Internship: 
 
Purpose: The purpose of the Student Engagement Experience in Recreation, Park, and Tourism Management 
(RPTM) is to provide students with opportunities to develop competencies outside of the classroom and in 
support of curriculum learning objectives, under the supervision of a faculty member or professional in RPTM.  
Further, the experience in RPTM provides students with opportunities to prepare for the 480 hour, 12-week 
professional internship (RPTM 495A). 
 
All students are required to complete a 50 hour/point work experience in an agency, on-site, under the 
direction of a professional in RPTM.  The remaining 250 points may be selected from the attached menu. 
 
Procedure: Students will be required to earn 300 engagement points prior to registering for RPTM 495A.  
Documentation of each experience (using the Student Engagement Checklist and support documentation) 
must be submitted with the other internship pre-requisites including CPR/First Aid certification, academic audit 
(demonstrating a 2.0+ GPA, completion of RPTM 356 and an earned C or better in RPTM 394).  
 
Note:  Students should consider the selection of their experience(s) as preparation for and in support of career 
goals. 
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Student Engagement Experience 

Activity Description Comments Hours Documentation required 

Mandatory Requirement 

Work or 
volunteer in a 
professional 
setting 
 

Student engages in a 
paid or volunteer work 
experience in the field.  
 
Only experiences that 
have taken place since 
the student matriculated 
at a university will count. 
 
Food and beverage 
experience and retail 
experience do not count 
for this requirement. 
 
Lifeguarding may only 
count as 50 hours total. 

Students can work with up to 6 
agencies. 
 
Students must work a minimum of 
50 hours at each agency for the 
experience to count.   
 
Agency hours that are class 
related (i.e., RPTM 236, 356) may 
not count unless the student 
continues with the agency beyond 
class expectations. 
 
The agency/company must be in 
the recreation service delivery 
industry. 
 
Can be a volunteer or paid 
employee experience. 

50-300 
per 
agency 
 

Complete the 300 Hour 
Requirement Form and 
obtain an agency 
supervisor signature 
verifying duties and hours. 

Students may select from the following 
for credit opportunities for a maximum of 

75 hours toward the 300-hour total 

Students may only count one experience for the hours (i.e., if student 
chooses to participate in a second experience, the hours do not count 

toward the total 300 points) 

Outdoor School In-residence camp 
counselor at Shaver’s 
Creek Environmental 
Center Outdoor School 

Student is in residence as either a 
counselor or learning group 
leader.  

75 hours Academic audit 

Outdoor 
Consortium  
 
 

Faculty guided off 
campus learning 
opportunity through 
Outreach. 

 75 hours Academic Audit 

Resort 
Recreation 
Practicum 

Faculty guided off 
campus learning 
opportunity through 
Outreach 

Students may only count one 
experience for the hours (i.e., if 
student chooses to participate in a 
second experience, the hours do 
not count toward the total 300 
points) 

75 hours Academic Audit 

Study Abroad 
(RPTM only) 

RPTM 399/499  Faculty directed study abroad 
course that is embedded in the 
RPTM curriculum.  

75 hours 
maximum 

Academic Audit 

Shaver’s Creek 
Festival 
Classes 

Children’s Halloween 
Trail 
Maple Harvest Festival 

Students may only count each 
event one time (i.e. if you decide 
to do Maple Harvest Festival 
twice, you can only earn 50 
hours). 

50 hours 
maximum 

Academic Audit 

Involvement in 
research 
project  

Student collaborates in 
an aspect of the research 
project, including 
conducting surveys, 
interviewing visitors, etc. 

Must be approved by the faculty 
mentor in advance of participating 
in the project. 

75 
maximum 
hours  

300 Hour Form with 
faculty/graduate student 
signature verifying duties 
and hours. 

Cruise 
Recreation 
Experience 

RPTM 497P  75 
maximum 
hours 

Academic Audit 

Aurora 
Leadership 

RPTM X97  75 
maximum 
hours  

Academic Audit 

Peer Mentoring 
(RPTM 456) 

RPTM X97  50 
maximum 
hours 

Academic Audit 
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RPTM 300-hour Student Engagement Work/Volunteer Requirement Approval Form 

 
Instructions 
All sections of this form must be completed. The student should make a copy of the completed form for his or 
her records and then submit the original to the Internship Staff Assistant.  
 
Student’s Experience (please type information) 
 

Student’s Name:  

Dates of Work/Volunteer 
Experience: 

Start Date:                                   End Date:  

Agency Name:  

Department (if applicable):  

Address:   

Professional Supervisor:  

Supervisor’s Title:  

Title of your Work Position:  

Description of your Experience:  

Total Hours:  

 
Agency Supervisor Signature_____________________________________________ Date____________ 
Comments: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Student Signature_____________________________________________________ Date____________ 
Comments: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The experience outlined above may be applied toward the completion of the student’s 300-hour work/volunteer 
requirement. Total hour for this experience = ______________ hours.  
 
Internship Coordinator Signature________________________________________ Date____________ 
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INTERNSHIP SITE SELECTION FORM 

 
Submission of this form to the Internship Coordinator constitutes official notification of the student’s intention to 
do his / her Internship at the agency specified below.  Any change in the student’s Internship agency or semester 
of enrollment must be made in consultation with the Internship Coordinator and the Agency Supervisor. 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

STUDENT INFORMATION 

Student’s Full Name:  

Preferred Name:  

PSU ID Number:  

Cell Phone Number:  

Penn State Email Address:  

Internship  
Living  
Address: 

 
 
 
 

Living Address Phone Number  
(if applicable): 

 

AGENCY INFORMATION 

Name of Internship Agency:  

Department (if applicable):  

Internship Agency  
Full Address: 

 
 
 
 

Full Name of Agency Supervisor:  

Title of Agency Supervisor:  

Agency Supervisor’s Phone 
Number: 

        
 

Agency Supervisor’s Email  

Student’s Phone Number at Agency:          
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By uploading this form, I certify I have completed an interview with appropriate personnel from the above 
agency, and have been accepted (verbally or in writing) for placement during the semester specified 
above.  

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

Pertinent Questions 
(Place X in correct field) 

YES NO 

a. Do you have a minimum 2.0 cumulative 
GPA? 

  

 
b. Is there a contract required by the 

agency? If yes, the agency requires their 

contract to be signed by the University.  

Please attach a copy of the contract with 

this form.   

  
 
 
 
 
 

c. Is Professional Liability Insurance is 
required by the agency? 

  

d. Have you notified all agencies that you 
have contacted that you have made a 
decision regarding your chosen 
internship site? 

  

Total Credits Completed  

Total Credits Currently Taking  

Semester/Year for Internship  

Start Date (refer to RPTM web site for start / end 
dates) 

 

End Date  

Internship Responsibilities (outline what your major responsibilities will be while on 
internship): 
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SAMPLE 

 
 

INITIAL REPORT 
 

STUDENT INFORMATION 

Student’s Full Name:  

Preferred/Nick Name:  

PSU ID Number:  

Internship  
Living  
Address: 

 
 
 
 
 

Living Address Phone Number: (          )              

Cell Phone Number  (          ) 

Penn State Email Address:  

AGENCY INFORMATION 

Name of Internship Agency:  

Department (if applicable):  

Internship Agency Full  
Address: 

 

Full Name of Agency Supervisor:  

Title of Agency Supervisor:  

Agency Supervisor’s Phone 
Number: 

(          ) 
 

Agency Supervisor’s email  

Student’s Phone Number at Agency: (          ) 

Full Name of Agency’s Director/ 
Owner: 

 

DATE OF START OF INTERNSHIP:  

TENTATIVE COMPLETION DATE:  

Usual Work Days/Hours:  

Major Duties Assigned:  
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ASSIGNMENT CALENDAR 

 
Please print the Dates Matrix found in the module on CANVAS and complete the form below according to your 
start date.  If your start date does not coincide with the start dates provided, please contact your faculty 
supervisor to determine appropriate due dates for your assignments. All assignments are due by 11:59 p.m. 
Eastern Standard Time of the designated due date.  Assignments uploaded four or more days after the 
due date will receive a zero.  A 5% per day late deduction is applied to late papers.   
PLEASE NOTE:  Make sure to PRINT one copy of the Assignment Calendar for your reference throughout the 
Internship.                                      

Assignment 
Due 
Date 

Days 
Late 

Grade Comments 

Assignment Calendar     

Initial Report     

Signatory Page     

Weekly Report 1     

Weekly Report 2     

Revised Goals     

Weekly Report 3     

Special Project Proposal     

Weekly Report 4     

Weekly Report 5     

Weekly Report 6     

Mid-Term Evaluation     

Cover Page 7     

Professional  
e-Portfolio  

    

Cover Page 8     

Visitation Report #1     

Cover Page 9     

Visitation Report #2     

Cover Page 10     

Cover Page 11     

Cover Page 12     

Final Evaluation     

Grade Recommendation     

  

 

 

SAMPLE 
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Internship Understanding 
 

1. I have read and understand the course syllabus for RPTM 495A including the assignment descriptions, 

grading matrix and course policies. 

 

2. I have read and understand the RPTM Internship Handbook. 

 

3. I understand that the principles of academic integrity that are outlined by PSU Faculty Senate policy 49-

20 apply to RPTM 495A and that any violation of academic integrity in RPTM 495A will be reported to 

the Office of Student Conduct and may impact my grade for RPTM 495A. 

 

4. I understand that the assignment calendar that I have submitted indicates the due dates for my 

internship assignments, based on my start date.  I understand that assignments are due on the due 

dates and that late points may be deducted per course policies.  I understand that all assignments must 

be submitted for the internship to be considered complete. 

 

5. I understand that the internship is 12 contiguous weeks and a minimum of 35-40 hours on site per 

week.   

 

6. With the exception of regularly scheduled days off, I understand that any missed days off are not 

approved without prior consent from both the agency supervisor and Penn State faculty supervisor.  I 

understand that any missed days off will be added to the “end date” of my internship and may impact 

the completion of the course and subsequently, my graduation plans.  

 

 

 

Printed Name         Date 

 

 

Signature       
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WEEKLY REPORT INFORMATION 
 
The weekly report is an important aspect of RPTM Internship because it serves a number of vital functions for 
the student, the agency supervisor and the faculty supervisor. The weekly report: 
 

1. Provides early and consistent feedback to the faculty supervisor regarding important aspects of the 
student's field experience. 

 

2.  Ensures a systematic method of communication between the agency supervisor and the student. 
 

3.  Requires that the student reflect upon the previous week experience and analyze relevant events or 
issues. 

 
4. Offers an opportunity the student to put comments in writing to the faculty supervisor. 

 
 
Cover Page 
The weekly report cover page should include the student's full name, the number of the report, the 7 day 
period covered by the report, the complete name and address of the agency, the number of Internship hours 
covered by the report, the total number of Internship hours to date.   
 
The Weekly Summary 

The Weekly Summary requires the student to keep a record of his or her daily experiences during the Internship.  
This written record should give the faculty supervisor an understanding of the student's many duties and 
responsibilities. The Summary may also provide the student with a framework for discussing the previous week's 
activities with his or her agency supervisor. 
 
In general, the student should list his or her major responsibilities for the week and include a percentage 
breakdown of the amount of time spent in each activity.  Students should use the Weekly Summary Form to 
document their activities and time spent.  Understanding that percentages do not allow for detailed documentation 
of weekly activities, students should do their best to provide a representative sample of activities in which they 
have been involved.  Students should also document any days missed due to holidays, illness or other 
circumstances.   
 
Tips for completing the Weekly Summary 

 

 1. Ensure that someone unfamiliar with your situation will be able to understand the experiences 

described. 

 2. Indicate your role in the activity that you have described.  

 3. When using abbreviations, initials, or acronyms, write the word(s) out the first time in each 

summary. 

 4. More detail is better. 

5. Use the template headers for the paper. 
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The Analysis 
 
This section of the weekly report offers the Internship student an opportunity to reflect upon the previous week's 
events and to demonstrate his or her analytical skills.  The student is expected to select ONE of the preceding 
week's events (or issues) and provide an in-depth discussion that goes beyond mere summarization.  Because of 
its importance in problem solving and decision making, the ability to analyze is an essential skill for any recreation 
professional; therefore, the quality of the Analysis section is the primary criterion for assigning a grade to the 
student's weekly report. 
 
In completing the Analysis portion of the weekly report, the student should ensure that the following components 
are included (headings below may be used by students if desired): 
 
a. Identification of the event or issue: 
 It is not expected or required that the event or issue be of "earth shattering" magnitude or a 

negative event.  The issue can be something positive or exciting that was witnessed or observed.  It 
should, however, be an event/issue that is relevant to the student's work experience or professional 
development.  Examples include:  a problem that needed to be solved; a professional issue that has 
implications for the agency's service delivery; the student's use of a specific type of leadership style, 
a policy, a procedure, a meeting that the student attended, etc. 

 
b. Relevant Components and Implications: 

 A very important part of the analytical process involves the ability to critically think about and 
determine (a) the relevant components of an event or issue and (b) the implications of those 
components.  In other words:  What was positive about the event or issue and why?  What was 
negative about the event/issue and why?  How did (or might) this event/issue impact upon the 
agency, the student, staff members, clients, etc.?  Are there any further potential consequences of 
this event or issue? 

 
c. Plan of action:  
 An analysis should propose a plan of action based upon what the student has learned from the 

event/issue.  This plan may be for the student to implement (now or as a future professional), or it 
may constitute suggestions for others.  If a problem has been identified, one or more potential 
solutions should be proposed.  If the analysis focuses on positive events, it may be possible to 
identify ways to continue (or repeat) these favorable events. 

 
It is important to write and reflect upon the analysis prior to typing it for submission.  In so doing, it can be 
examined to ensure that the above items are clearly and concisely presented.  Generally, the analysis  
section of the weekly report will be approximately two – three typewritten (double-spaced) pages,  
although some topics may require more or less space. 
 
In a well written analysis, all statements are supported by data and/or observations.  For example,  
"the participants all had a good time" should be followed by how that was determined; "things did  
not happen as anticipated" should be followed by what happened and, more importantly, why it happened.  
It should be kept in mind that an analysis is more than a summary of what occurred--it is an  
investigation into the causes, components and outcomes (including implications) of the event/issue.   
Analysis is a skill that, once mastered, will be extremely helpful in all aspects of the student's  
professional life. 
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RPTM Internship Weekly Report (Sample) 
 

For Instructions on completing your Weekly Report, please refer to instructions and examples under 
Lessons. 

 
I.  COVER PAGE INFORMATION  

Student’s Name:  Sally Smith 
 

WEEKLY REPORT # 2 
 

From:  March 5        To:  March 12  (specify the dates that the weekly report covers)  

Today’s Date:  March 13   

Name of Agency:  Centre Region Parks and Recreation  

Number of Hours Worked this Week:  42  

Cumulative # Hours to Date:   335  

II.  WEEKLY SUMMARY  

Responsibilities (please type or print below):  % Time 
Spent 

Assisted supervisor with registration for summer programs (greeted registrants, 

recorded information, answered questions) 

 

25 
 

Worked front desk answering phones referring inquiries to proper person and filing 
registration materials. 20 

Supervised evening weightlifting class. 
15 

Attended CPR – First Aid Certification class 
 

5 
 

Updated database with addresses and telephone numbers of new members 
 

10 
 

Worked on developing slide show presentation for Pennsylvania Recreation and Park 
Society (PRPS) Conference. 
 

10 
 

Developed press kits for the upcoming arts and crafts festival 
 

10 
 

Met with supervisor regarding problems with coach and referee absenteeism 
 

5 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

                      Total 100% 

Additional Activities:  

• Registered to become a member of the National Recreation and Park Association (NRPA) 

• Submitted special project proposal to supervisor for review. 

List any holidays, personal days and/or days missed this week: 

• Day off Thursday 5/8  

• Personal Day Friday 5/9 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

III.  WEEKLY ANALYSIS (write a 1 ½ -2-page weekly analysis according to the Weekly Report 
Instructions) 
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Begin writing your analysis here and continue writing onto subsequent pages as needed: 
 
Analysis for Weekly Report #2 (Sample) 
 
Identification of Event: 
 
 On Tuesday, the Civic Center Staff returned from the long Memorial Day weekend to a building full of 

damages.  The damages stemmed from an apparent break-in that occurred late Saturday night.  The break-in 

appeared purely money motivated due to the specific areas targeted in the main office region.  These areas 

are where most of the cash is handled throughout the day; however, the theft proved unsuccessful because 

money is not left on the premises after hours.  The Box Office area sustained a large amount of damages to its 

cash registers and file cabinets.  The interesting part was that the vandals pried open each and every register 

and cabinet even though all of them were unlocked.  Obviously, we were not dealing with the brightest of 

thieves.  Another area specifically targeted was the office of the Director of Recreation and Parks.  His office 

sustained extensive damage to his desk; however, his laptop computer, which was lying on top of the desk, 

was not stolen.  This once again made the break-in appear money motivated. 

 When Tara, the Director of Marketing and Public Relations, became aware of the situation she 

immediately contacted the Director of Recreation and Parks to ask if she could prepare a statement for the 

press.  The Director’s response was to keep the incident quiet.  The fact that the Civic Center would not give a 

statement concerned Tara because police reports are available to the public and local reporters access them 

daily to find news stories.  This could allow reporters to put their own spin on the story without the Civic 

Center’s input. 

Relevant Components and Implications: 

 The major component of this event was the Civic Center did not immediately prepare a statement for 

the press in which it would address public concerns.  By not addressing this issue openly, the Civic Center 

could set itself up for negative press or public opinion.  Many consumers are quick to judge and they might 

believe that the Civic Center was neglectful in its security measures.  This might dissuade them from coning to 

future events because of safety concerns.  This could lead to a larger participation that the Civic Center is 

suppressing negative information to maintain a profitable event schedule with disregard to customer’s safety. 

Another component of this event was that Tara, the Director of Marketing and Public Relations, was not 

permitted to perform the job she was hired to do so.  Her job description is to handle all relations with the public 
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and press.  Her job in this situation would be to keep the information on the vandalism under control.  Since 

Tara was not permitted to contact the press, she felt pressured when the press came to her.  The implication is 

that the Director might not trust Tara’s ability to handle a serious situation in an appropriate manner.  This 

could naturally deteriorate their current working relationships. 

 Since certain areas were targeted in the office center, one might suspect that the vandals were familiar 

with the areas.  The Director’s office is not distinguishable from other offices; however, it was the only office 

with major damage.  This could imply that an employee targeted his office on purpose.  Eventually, this could 

build a sense of concern and mistrust among the staff. 

Plan of Action: 

 If an event like this should occur in the future, the Civic Center should plan to immediately release a 

statement to the public.  This will alert the community by giving them up front, factual information on the event 

and not allow them to speculate on what happened.  This will decrease misinformation and keep the situation 

under control. 

 Informing the community of the incident could also give them a heads up on their own personal security 

measures.  This could increase positive public relations between the community and the Civic Center, thus 

building a stronger customer base for the future events.  The community will have more trust in the Civic 

Center, which is especially good because their tax dollars fund many aspects of the building. 

 A plan of action for Tara, Public Relations Director, is to approach the Director about his policy on 

handling press for negative events.  Once the policy is confirmed, Tara should be allowed to handle the job she 

was hired to do in regards to significant positive or negative event, such as this one. 

 A plan of action for the last component could be difficult to develop.  Perhaps a reward could be offered 

to motivate the flow of information on any fellow employee that could be suspect. Mistrust among the staff 

would be hard to resolve until the vandals were identified. Possibly, the Director could encourage the police 

department to vigorously investigate the work release prisoners employed by the maintenance department at 

the Civic Center.  Overall, steps of this nature may help to ease the concerns among staff. 
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Professional e-Portfolio  
100 points  

(10% of final grade) 
 
Note:  Students who complete the e-Portfolio are not required to complete the LinkedIn page. 

When thinking about professional portfolios, many people are familiar with artistic or photographic portfolios, 
whereby artists and photographers collect together their best works and organize them to present to potential 
employers or clients.  Thus, the purpose of a professional portfolio or other on-line presence is to demonstrate 
to others who you are and what you are able to accomplish given your knowledge, skills and abilities.  It is an 
advanced look into how you are able to apply the coursework you have taken in college, your volunteer and 
work experience, the GPA that you have attained and the diploma you are soon to receive.  

Your internet profile, therefore, should not be a quick compilation of all of the assignments you have 
completed, but rather a carefully chosen and organized collection of your BEST work.  Your portfolio should 
provide a prospective employer with a more in-depth look at your capabilities as a professional. Therefore, if 
done correctly, your e-portfolio should provide you with added value when you begin to market yourself for 
your new career.  

To complete this assignment:  

1. Use Weebly or another acceptable e-portfolio site.  If you choose to use Penn State’s E-Portfolio Site, 
increase your quota to 10GB.   

2.  Include the following seven pages and content (at a minimum); there should be a tab for each of the seven  
     pages at top of home page. 

a. About Me (10 pts.) 

Write a personal statement about who you are and your philosophy as a professional.  What 
inspired your interest in the field.  What excites you about being an emerging professional?  
This statement should be 2-3 paragraphs. 

b. Coursework (10 pts.) 

List coursework you have taken as it pertains to your chosen career.  Do not copy and paste 
your transcript nor include course numbers. Do not copy course descriptions from the PSU 
bulletin.  Using your own words, list and briefly describe  the courses that you took that have 
offered you the most preparation for your career. 

c.  Showcase (30 pts.—10 pts. each)     

Work Experience:  Include examples of work you have done related to your field. This might 
include paid, volunteer, seasonal and/or internship experiences, professional presentations 
and/or professional involvement.  Highlight the experiences with use of photos, captions, links, 
etc.  (10 pts.) 

Projects:  Include in-class and outside projects that demonstrate your ability to apply your 
knowledge and skills in practical situations or settings.  Make sure to organize your projects for 
positive presentation.  Include text, photos, video, etc. as appropriate.  Do not include names / 
contact info of classmates without their permission.  Do not include images of minors.  Avoid 
including long documents (i.e., do not include your entire RPTM 356 Operations Manual) (10 
pts.) 
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Writing Samples:   Include a copy of a paper you wrote, an article that was published, a grant 
proposal that you submitted, a marketing brochure, etc.  Make sure to carefully select your 
writing samples to reflect your ability to apply what you have learned in the classroom to a 
practical situation.  (10 pts.) 

d.  Resume (10 pts.) 

Post your current resume and provide a link to a printable resume document (preferably a .pdf 
file).   

e.   References (10 pts.) 

Include a minimum of 3 professional references including name, position and contact 
information.  You may also include reference letters and/or copies of written evaluation of your 
work performance.  At least one academic reference is recommended.  Please assure you have 
permission from your references. 

            f.   Blog (15 pts.) 

Include your perceptions of various “happenings” related to your field.  Perhaps, reflect on 
current events, recent changes in legislation, trends, etc.  The idea is to demonstrate your ability 
to critically think and analyze issues related to your chosen profession.  This section will be 
similar to a blog and should include at least three separate entries, dated on different days. 

g. Contact (5 pts.) 

Provide email, address and telephone contact information for your portfolio visitors. 

h. Professional presentation (10 pts.) 

When you have created your e-portfolio and have included all content, take some time to 
evaluate your site.  Is it professionally presented?  What would an employer want to know more 
about this person?  Does this e-portfolio give me an in-depth look at this person’s 
capabilities?  Is there anything else that I should have included, but did not? Clean up any areas 
needed and add anything that you might have omitted. 

Other ideas for inclusion in your e-portfolio that are not required, but might be appropriate are: 

• certifications 

• international experience 

• service projects 

• sample lesson/treatment plans 

• case studies 

• video clips 

• foreign language proficiencies 

• computer proficiencies/technological expertise 
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Additional thoughts: 

• famous quotes 

• audio/video interviews 

• cartoons (check for copyright) 

• surveys or polls 

• participant feedback  

NOTE:  Once your e-portfolio is completed, you should have a nice link to include with your email signature 
and shared with colleagues, potential employers, etc.  Include the link on your resume. Whatever you do, make 
sure your e-portfolio is something for which you will be “PENN STATE PROUD.” 

After you graduate, you will have access to your Penn State account for 6 months. In order to keep your e-
portfolio content past 6 months, you should import your content to another blog platform such as blogger.com. 
If needed, consult with ITS to determine the best method for saving, maintaining and updating your work 
following graduation. 

ACADEMIC INTEGRITY:  As with all assignments in RPTM 495A, it is imperative that you properly cite all 
sources for our content (if not solely created by you).  Also, if copyright permission is required, permission 
should be sought.  Any violation of the academic integrity policy, as described in the syllabus, will result (at 
minimum) in an F for this assignment and referral to the College of Health and Human Development’s 
Academic Integrity Committee.  
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RPTM 495A 
LinkedIn Assignment 

 
Note:  Students who complete the LinkedIn page do not have to complete an e-portfolio 
 
Social networking sites have become an integral part of the way we communicate and network with other 
professionals.  For this assignment you will need to join www.linkedin.com, complete your profile, make 
connections to other LinkedIn users, and get recommended by your connections. Please complete each 
requirement below to earn your points (max 100). 
 

Task Requirements Points Available 

Join LinkedIn Complete the minimum required 
information so that your profile 
becomes available on LinkedIn.  
All postings and written text must 
be grammatically correct and in 
proper grammar (no “text talk”) 

10 points 
All postings and written text must 
be grammatically correct and in 
proper grammar (no “text talk”) 

Complete Summary section This is an introduction to you.  
Consider this your home page.  
Tell the reader about YOU in this 
section.  What inspired your 
interest in the field?  What 
excites you about being an 
emerging professional?   

10 points 

Complete Experience Section Fill in your current (if applicable) 
and past work experience (at 
least 2 positions) 

10 points 

Complete Education Section Fill in your current education 
information  

10 points 

Complete Skills & Expertise Describe your unique strengths 
in a way that makes you a strong 
business partner or job 
candidate. 

10 points 

Complete Courses Add this section to your profile. 
Select at least 5 courses and 
include title and a description in 
your own words about why these 
are relevant. 

5 points 

Complete Honors and Awards Add this section to your profile.  
List any college awards or 
recognition.  

Up to 5 points 

Complete Certifications Add this section to your profile.  
List any certifications you have. 

5 points 

Complete VOLUNTEER Add this section to your profile.  
Identify at least 2 volunteer 
activities that you have 
completed.  (This might be where 
you identify 236 and 356 events). 

 

Complete Advice for Contacting Add this section to your profile.   
This should include an address, 
email address and any other 
“special information” about how 
to reach you.  

10 points 

http://www.linkedin.com/
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Add Connections Find 5 LinkedIn users whom you 
know personally or 
professionally. Make a 
connection with each (that 
individual must accept your 
invitation for connection). Be 
sure you cover at least 2 
categories (Colleague, 
Classmate, we’ve done business 
together, Friend) 

5 points* 

Get Recommended Get five of your connected 
contacts to recommend you. 

5 points* 

Join GROUPS Identify and join at least 2 
professional groups 

10 points 

Connect to Instructor To turn your assignment in for 
grading, you will need to find 
your instructor on LinkedIn and 
send an invitation to make a 
connection.  

Required for grading 

Total Available Points  Points 
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SAMPLE 

SPECIAL PROJECT PROPOSAL 

 
Name of Student: 
 
Agency and Department: 
 
Agency Phone: 
 
Name of Agency Supervisor: 
  

I. DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT 
 
 
 
 
 
  

II. PURPOSE AND LONG-TERM BENEFIT FOR AGENCY 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

III. MAJOR COMPONENTS OF PROJECT 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

See back of page 
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SAMPLE 

SPECIAL PROJECT TIMELINE 

 

Project Components/Tasks Target Date 

for Completion 

1. 
 
 

 

2. 
 
 

 

3. 
 
 

 

4. 
 
 

 

5. 
 
 

 

6. 
 
 

 

7. 
 
 

 

8. 
 
 

 

9. 
 
 

 

10. 
 
 

 

11. 
 
 

 

12. 
 
 

 

 
I have reviewed this proposal and approve it as meeting the requirements for RPTM 495A. 
 
 

Agency Supervisor 
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SAMPLE 

AGENCY VISITATION REPORT 
 
Complete the information below: 
 
Name of Student: 
Name of Agency Visited: 
Address of Agency Visited: 
Zip: 
Agency Phone Number: 
Date(s) and Time(s) of Visitation: 
Full Name(s) and Job Title(s) of Agency Host(s): 
 

 
Visit a PROFESSIONAL recreation-related agency (retail stores, clubs, coffee shops and the like are 
not acceptable). 
 
Write a 1 ½-3 page description of the services/programs of the agency visited. Then, write a 
PERSONAL reaction to your visit.  You can compare and contrast with your agency if desired. Your 
assignment will graded based on the thoroughness of your description of the agency’s 
services/programs (70 pts.), the quality of your personal reaction (20 pts.) and the professional 
presentation of the paper’s content (10 pts).  Students are asked to submit a picture of themselves 
visiting the agency and/or with the agency contact.   
 
Write your paper beginning here: 
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SAMPLE 

INTERNSHIP EVALUATION FORM 
 
 

PLEASE MAIL OR FAX TO: 
 

RPTM Internship Staff Assistant 
The Pennsylvania State University 

College of Health and Human Development 
Department of Recreation, Park and Tourism Management  

801 Ford Building 
University Park, PA 16802 

FAX: (814) 867-1751 
PH: (814) 865-1851 

PLEASE PRINT 
 
Name of Student ___________________________________________  Evaluation Date _________________ 
 
Name of Rater ______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Position or Title _____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Agency ___________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Period Covered by Rating:   _____ Mid-Internship Evaluation 
 
      _____ Final Evaluation 
 
 
This rating should be made with care and fairness for the interest of the student.  Reflect carefully upon the 
person’s work and make an honest judgment of the qualities of the student.  Base your judgment on the entire 
period covered and not upon isolated incidents alone.  This evaluation is to be made twice during the Internship, 
and each evaluation should be shared with the student.  Your discussion of the evaluation with the student, 
especially at mid-Internship, is an opportunity to enhance the student’s personal and professional growth, based 
upon the feedback. 
 
As a guideline, the following categories have been established: 
 
 
 OUTSTANDING Indicates exceptional achievement 
 
 VERY GOOD Indicates extensive achievement 
 
 SATISFACTORY Indicates acceptable achievement 
 
 NEEDS IMPROVEMENT Indicates minimal achievement 
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I. 

Internship Evaluation Form (Continued) 
 
 
 
 
 
    
 
PROFESSIONAL PERFORMANCE                                          

O
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COMMENTS 
 

 ___ Establish Work Goals       

 ___ Success in Achieving Goals       

 ___ Plans Work to be Accomplished       

 ___ Displays Ability to Organize People and 

Resources 

      

 ___ Completes Assignments On or Before Due Date       

 ___ Possesses Skills Commensurate with Academic 
       Level 

      

 ___ Is Objective Regarding Own Performance and  
           Quality of Work 
 

      

 ___ Displays Capacity to Motivate Others       

 ___ Conducts Self Well Before Groups       

 ___ Demonstrates Ability to Communicate Ideas       

 ___ Strives for Quality in Written Expression       

 ___ Other:       

 
II. 

 
PROFESSIONAL KNOWLEDGES 

___ Displays Ability to Integrate Conceptual 
Knowledge 
           and Professionally-Related Skills 
 

      

 ___ Displays Knowledge and Understanding or 
Program 
           Principles and Methods 
 

      

 ___ Demonstrates Ability to Apply Knowledge in a 
           Practical Way 
 

      

 ___ Demonstrates Ability to Think Independently       

 ___ Possesses a Wide Variety of Interests       

 ___ Displays Expanding Scope of Interests       

 ___ Other: 

___________________________________ 
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III. 

Internship Evaluation Form (Continued) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    
PROFESSIONAL PERSONALITY                                         
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COMMENTS 
 

 ___ Is Enthusiastic       

 ___ Is Cheerful and Friendly       

 ___ Exhibits Pleasant, Tasteful Personal Appearance       

 ___ Is Courteous and Tactful       

 ___ Exhibits Strong Voice Quality, Speech Presentation, 
        Tone and Inflection 

      

 ___ Displays Sense of Humor       

 ___ Displays Mature Judgment       

 ___ Is Consistent and Fair With Interpersonal Relation- 
         ships in the Workplace 
 

      

 ___ Demonstrates Flexibility       

 ___ Displays Concern for Others       

 ___ Avoids Distracting or Irritation Mannerisms       

 ___ Other       

 

IV. 

 

PROFESSIONAL ATTITUDE 

      

 ___ Displays Initiative and Imagination       

 ___ Displays Zeal for the Profession       

 ___ Accepts Assignments Willingly       

 ___ Upholds departmental Policies       

 ___ Demonstrates Positive Relationships With Agency 
            Staff Members 

      

 ___ Accepts Suggestions, Direction and Critical    
            Evaluation 

      

 ___ Offers Opinions and suggestions at Appropriate 
            Times/Place 

      

 ___ Other: _________________________________       
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Internship Evaluation Form (continued) 
 
 

COMMENTS 
 

Space is provided below for additional comments concerning this evaluation.  If more space is needed, please 
attach a sheet or use the back of this form. 
 
 
STUDENT’S COMMENTS 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
RATER’S COMMENTS 
SUMMARY OF EVALUATION CONFERENCE (complete by rater) 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

PLEASE COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING TO VERIFY STUDENT”S PARTCIPATION IN INTERNSHIP. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Rater’s Signature ________________________________________________ Date ____________________ 
 
Student’s Signature_______________________________________________ Date ____________________ 
 
Advisor’s Signature _______________________________________________ Date ____________________ 
 

This is to verify that, at the time of this evaluation, this student has completed 
 

_______ weeks of his/her Internship and has _______cumulative hours to date. 
 

(Note:  Student has also maintained a record of cumulative hours to date.) 
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SAMPLE 

GRADE RECOMMENDATION FORM 

 
TO: Recreation, Park and Tourism Management Internship Supervisors 
 
We realize that Recreation, Park and Tourism Management Internship is a learning experience for the student.  
Therefore, the mid- and final evaluation forms are used primarily for feedback to students regarding their 
progress.  However, the grade recommendation is your assessment of the total progress and level of 
achievement for the student that you supervise. 
 
PLEASE MAIL OR FAX TO:   
                                                                RPTM Internship Staff Assistant 

The Pennsylvania State University 
College of Health and Human Development 

Department of Recreation, Park and Tourism Management  
801 Ford Building 

University Park, PA 16802 
FAX:  (814) 867-1751 
PH:  (814) 865-1851 

 
Academic Letter Grade System 

 
 A Excellent – Indicates Exceptional Achievement 
  
 B Good – Indicates Extensive Achievement      
   
 C Satisfactory – Indicates Acceptable Achievement       
 D Poor – Indicates Only Minimal Achievement  
 
 F Failure – Indicates Inadequate Achievement Necessitating a Repetition of the  
   Course in Order to Secure Credit 
 
Please select one of the above grade designations and write in your grade selection as follows: 
  
 I recommend the grade of         for the total Recreation, Park and Tourism Management 

Internship experience. 
 
 I recommend the grade of        for the Special Project that the student completed  for the 

agency. 
 
COMMENTS:  
 
 
 
 
Student’s Name: ____________________________________Date:___________________________  
 
Agency Supervisor’s Signature________________________________________________________ 
 
Agency Supervisor’s Printed Name:  ___________________________________________________  
 

You should use a  
“+” or “-“ if it is 
appropriate  

(e.g., B+ or B-) 
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RPTM Internship: Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) 

Important Note: If you fail to meet the deadline for submitting the internship packet, you will have to wait until 
the next semester to complete your internship.   

I found an Internship agency, now what do I do? 

a. Establish your start and end dates with your agency. 

b. Submit your materials to the RPTM Student Success Center in 701 Ford. 

Where can I get the forms I need to fill out? 

Forms are available in the RPTM Internship Handbook - 
http://www.hhdev.psu.edu/rptm/internship/handbook_forms.html 

What if I want to change my Internship Site after I submitted my paperwork?  

Once paperwork is submitted to 701 Ford, the student will be expected to fulfill his/her commitment to the 
chosen internship agency. Should a student wish to change an internship site after submitting the 
Internship Site Selection form, the student must make that change prior to the internship deadline and 
only with approval of the RPTM Internship Coordinator.  

How and when will I know who my Penn State faculty supervisor is?  

Faculty Supervisors are assigned shortly after the deadline for materials and before you begin your 
internship.  A few weeks after the deadline, you will receive an email from the Department indicating 
which faculty member will be your supervisor and the information will be available to you on CANVAS. 

I turned in my Internship Pre-requisites and I haven't heard or received anything.  When & how will I get 
the forms and all the information that I need for Internship?  

All of the information that you will need while you are on Internship will be sent directly to your agency 
via email.  Approximately one week prior to internship, you will also receive an email with instructions.   

I forgot my Internship Handbook.  What do I do? 

You can print the Internship Handbook from Internship Handbook & Forms page off the RPTM 
Internship Website or contact ProCopy in State College, PA and request that a bound copy be sent to 
you.  ProCopy can be reached by calling (814) 231-1256 (ask for the RPTM 394 learning packet). 

I still have questions. How can I reach the RPTM Internship Coordinator? 

The RPTM Internship Coordinator is Patty Kleban.  You can reach her via email at plk4@psu.edu, by 
phone at 814-863-2489 or make an appointment to see her in the Ford Building by calling 814-865-
1851.  Lori Coup, RPTM Student Services Assistant is also available for support on weekdays from 
8:30 AM – 4:30 PM. 

 

http://www.hhdev.psu.edu/rptm/internship/handbook_forms.html
http://www.hhdev.psu.edu/rptm/internship/handbook_forms.html
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